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326 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryIntrodutionMorally, \quantization" aims at assoiating to eah lassial system a quantumsystem. There are several di�erent proedures to ahieve this: geometri quan-tization, asymptoti quantization, deformation quantization. In this survey wewill desribe the latter proedure, whih was born with the paper [1℄ and grewout of the work of Weyl, Moyal and Vey.The basi underlying priniple of any quantization sheme is that lassialand quantum systems are just di�erent realizations of the same abstrat objet.The two fundamental omponents of this objet are the phase spae (\spae ofstates") and the algebra of observables (\physial observables"). In the lassialounterpart these onepts are well established: the phase spae is a Poissonmanifold and the algebra of observables is the algebra of smooth funtions onthe manifold. In the quantum system these onepts vary depending on thequantization proedure. In geometri quantization the phase spae is someHilbert spae naturally assoiated with the lassial system, and the observablesare a set of operators on this Hilbert spae. This is a dramati hange in thenature of both spae of states and observables. In deformation quantizationa less radial proedure is adopted: one keeps the nature of the observablesand simply deforms the algebrai struture. This is very muh related with themodern point of view of non-ommutative geometry, for we an think that inthe lassial piture we have standard, lassial, geometry, while as we hangesale and go to the quantum level the non-ommutative geometry of naturereveals itself (the parameter measuring this non-ommutativity being Plank'sonstant ~).Now Poisson geometry is intimately related with deformation quantizationand non-ommutative geometry. As we will explain, when we start with theusual assoiative algebra of smooth funtions on a manifold M and deform theprodut in a non-trivial way we obtain to �rst order, and up to equivalene, aPoisson braket on M . Thus, Poisson geometry is the �rst order approximationto non-ommutative geometry. Therefore, the language underlying the theoryof deformation quantization is the language of Poisson geometry and this wasmy personal motivation for trying to understand it.In this paper we will briey desribe some of the developments in defor-mation quantization that have ourred in the last 25 years, leading to theaknowledgement of this theory as an important branh of Mathematis, aswas reognized with the reent award of the Fields medal toulminating withKontsevih's onstrution of a non-trivial star produt for any Poisson mani-fold. The paper is organized as follows: In setion 1, we start by realling thehamiltonian formalism of lassial mehanis, in the framework of Poisson ge-ometry, and then we introdue the basi notion of a star produt. In setion 2,we disuss existene of star produts and explain briey Kontsevih's approahto deformation quantization. In setion 3, we give Fedosov's onstrution of aanonial star produt for a sympleti manifold, and in the �nal setion, we



Rui Lojas Fernandes 327disuss G-invariant quantization and explain how \quantization ommutes withredution".AknowledgementsThis survey grew out of a set of letures given at the Department of Mathematisat the University of Algarve, Portugal. I would like to thank the Department,and in partiular, Nenad Manojlovi for his kind hospitality.A detail exposition of some of the ideas disussed in these notes an be foundin the reent book [3℄. This book also had a strong inuene in my expositionand in these notes, and I thank Ana Cannas da Silva for providing a preliminaryopy of these letures.I also would like to thank J. Stashe� for some suggestions and pointing outseveral misprints in a preliminary version of this paper.1 A Star Produt is BornSine the geometry underlying lassial mehanial systems is Poisson geometry,it is not surprising that developments in quantization have been inuened by,and parallel to, developments in Poisson geometry. The last 30 years or sohave experiened an explosion in the study of sympleti and Poisson geometry,and so this was reeted in great advanes in understanding what quantizationreally means. Deformation quantization is so deeply related to Poisson geometrythat in fat it an be desribed as the study of formal deformations of Poissonstrutures.In order to understand how deformation quantization naturally arises westart by realling the Hamiltonian formalism of lassial mehanis.1.1 Mathematial Model of Classial MehanisFrom the mathematial point of view lassial mehanis is the study of Hamil-tonian dynamial systems. These are systems de�ned by ertain vetor �eldson Poisson manifolds.Reall that a Poisson manifold is a smooth manifold M with a Lie braketf�; �g on the spae of smooth funtions C1(M) suh that the following derivationlaw, also alled Leibniz identity, holdsff; f1 � f2g = f1 ff; f2g+ ff; f1g f2; 8f; f1; f2 2 C1(M): (1.1)This identity relates the two algebrai strutures on C1(M) namely the usualprodut \�" and the Lie braket \f�; �g". This leads to the abstrat notion of aPoisson algebra, whih we leave to the reader to formulate.There is a useful alternative desription of the Poisson braket. First notethat Leibniz identity (1.1) expresses the loal harater of the Poisson braket,



328 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometryso there exists a ontravariant, alternating, tensor � (for short a bivetor �eld)on M suh that ff1; f2g = �(df1; df2):Now the Jaobi identity for the Poisson braket f�; �g is expressed in terms ofthe Poisson bivetor �eld by the relation[�; �℄s = 0;where [�; �℄s is the Shouten braket on the set of multivetor �elds. This is theunique super Lie algebra produt on the set of multivetor �elds whih extendsthe usual Lie braket of vetor �elds and satis�es[�; � ^ �℄s = [�; �℄s ^ � + (�1)(�+1)�� ^ [�; �℄s:If M is a Poisson manifold with Poisson tensor �, then in loal oordinates(x1; � � � ; xn) we have � = 12�ij(x) ��xi ^ ��xj(we use the sum onvention). One alls the rank of the matrix (�ij (x)) the rankof the Poisson tensor at x. It is easy to see that this de�nition is independent ofloal oordinates. The Jaobi identity an be written in loal oordinates has a�rst order semi-linear p.d.e.:[�; �℄s = Iijk �il ��jk�xl = 0;where Hijk means sum over yli permutations of i, j and k.A Poisson manifold with onstant rank is alled a regular Poisson manifold.Note that, on aount of skew-symmetry, the rank is always an even number.Consider a regular Poisson manifold M with rank equal to dimM . Then Mhas even dimension, and if (x1; : : : ; xn) are loal oordinates, we have the 2-form! = !ijdx ^ dxj where we introdued the matrix (!ij) = (�ij)�1. It is easy tosee that this 2-form is well de�ned (independent of the loal oordinates), is non-degenerate and losed. Conversely, any sympleti manifold, i. e., a manifoldwith a losed, non-degenerate, 2-form, gives rise to a non-degenerate Poissonbraket. Aordingly, we will all a regular Poisson manifold with rank equalto dimM a sympleti manifold.Examples 1.1.1. Consider M = R2n+l with oordinates (p1; : : : ; pn; q1; : : : ; qn; 1; : : : ; l).Then the we have a Poisson tensor given by:� = nXi=1 ��qi ^ ��pi :This tensor has rank 2n. If l = 0 we obtain the anonial sympletistruture on R2n .



Rui Lojas Fernandes 3292. Let g be a �nite dimensional Lie algebra. Then there is a anonial Poissonstruture on M = g� de�ned as follows. If f : g� ! R is a funtion and� 2 g� then d�f 2 g� ' g. Therefore we an de�neff1; f2g (�) = h�; [d�f1; d�f1℄i :Exept for the abelian ase, this Poisson manifold is not regular. Thisbraket is alled the Lie-Poisson braket.3. Consider the 3-torus T3 with oordinates (x; y; z) (mod 1) and the 2-bi-vetor �eld � = ��x ^ ��y + � ��y ^ ��z + � ��z ^ ��xwhere �; � are some non-zero real parameters. Then T3 beomes a regularPoisson manifold.Let (M;�) be a Poisson manifold and �x h 2 C1(M). Then there is a wellde�ned vetor �eld on M , denoted Xh, and alled the Hamiltonian vetor �eldassoiated with h, whih is de�ned byXh(f) = ff; hg ;8f 2 C1(M):One alls h a Hamiltonian funtion. The equations for the integral urves ofXh, whih in loal oordinates are written_xi = �xi; h	 ;are alled Hamilton's equations.Examples 1.2.1. Consider the Poisson manifold R2n+l as in the example above. ThenHamilton's equations take the usual anonial form:8<: _qi = �h�pi ;_pi = � �h�qi ;_i = 0:(the 's play the role of parameters). For example, if we let h =Pni=1(pi)2+(qi)2 we obtain the equations for n independent harmoni osillators.2. Consider the Lie algebra so(3) of the rotation group. We an take asbasis v1 = y�z � z�y, v2 = z�x � x�z , v3 = x�y � y�x, the in�nitesimalrotations around the oordinates axis. Let f!1; !2; !3g denote the dualbasis for so(3)�, de�ning linear oordinates u = u1!1+u2!2+u3!3. Thenthe Lie-Poisson braket an be written hasff1; f2g = �u � rf1 �rf2;



330 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometryand Hamilton's equations for a Hamiltonian h 2 C1(M) read_u = u�rh(u):If we take, for example, the Hamiltonian h = (u1)22I1 + (u2)22I2 + (u3)22I3 weobtain Euler's equations for the motion of a rigid body with moments ofinertia around the axis (I1; I2; I3):8><>: _u1 = I2�I3I2I3 u2u3;_u2 = I3�I1I3I1 u3u1;_u3 = I1�I2I1I1 u1u2:We saw above that a sympleti manifold is the same as a non-degeneratePoisson manifold. Conversely, it turns out that every Poissonmanifold is foliatedby sympleti manifolds.Theorem 1.3. Let (M;�) be a Poisson manifold. On M onsider the followingequivalene relation: p � q i� there is a piee-wise smooth urve onneting pto q onsisting of trajetories of Hamiltonian vetor �elds. Then the equivalenelasses are sympleti submanifolds of M .Note that the foliation of M an be singular. For example, for the Lie-Poisson braket on so(3)� the sympleti leaves are the spheres around theorigin (dimension 2) and the origin (dimension 0). Even for regular Poissonmanifolds the foliation might not be regular: for the Poisson struture on T3above the leaves are 2-dimensional, but they are embedded 2-torii if 1, � and �are Q-linearly dependent, and are dense in the 3-torus, otherwise.However, loally the struture of a regular Poisson manifold is rather simple.This follows from the following \loal splitting":Theorem 1.4. Let (M;�) be a Poisson manifold and �x p 2 M . There areloal oordinates (p1; : : : ; pn; q1; : : : ; qn; x1; : : : ; xl) entered at p suh that� = nXi=1 ��qi ^ ��pi +Xi<j �ij(x) ��xi ^ ��xj ;where �ij(0) = 0. Moreover, the rank of � at p equals 2n and this equals thedimension of the sympleti leaf through p.Note that the theorem says that loally the Poisson manifold is the diretprodut of a sympleti manifold and a Poisson manifold whose rank vanishesat the point p.For more on Poisson geometry we refer to [15℄.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 3311.2 Weyl's QuantizationLet (M; f�; �g) be a Poisson manifold. Heneforth, we denote byA = C1(M) thePoisson algebra of smooth funtions on M . Aording to Dira, a quantizationis a linear map f 7! f̂ from A into some set of linear operators B(H) on some(pre-)Hilbert spae H, with the following properties2:I) 1̂ = id;II) \ff1; f2g = i~ [f̂1; f̂2℄;Property I) is a normalization ondition, while property II) is often alledthe orrespondene priniple, whih states that under quantization the Pois-son braket should go to the ommutator of operators.Let us onsider the simplest ase where M = R2n with the anonial sym-pleti struture. We label oordinates by (q1; : : : ; qn; p1; : : : ; pn) � (q; p) andfor the quantum spae we hoose H = L2(Rn ; dq). We learn in a �rst ourse inquantum physis that qi 7�! q̂i = multipliation by qipi 7�! p̂i = i~ ��qi :The operators q̂i and p̂i do not ommute, so when one wants to extend this ruleto more general funtions, say polynomials of (qi; pi), one has to be areful aboutthe ordering of the variables. One possibility is to symmetrize, so for examplea produt qipi would be mapped to 12 (q̂ip̂i + q̂ip̂i). The Weyl quantizationextends this symmetrization for any funtion of the phase variables (at least inthe Shwartz lass). It is given by the orrespondenef 7�! f̂ � 1(2�)n ZM f ℄(u; v)S(u; v)dudv (1.2)where f ℄ denotes the Fourier transform of ff ℄(u; v) = 1(2�)n ZM f(p; q)ei((u;p)+(v;q))dpdq;and S(u; v) is the family of unitary operators on HS(u; v) � e�i((u;P )+(v;Q));2Besides this two properties one also requires thatf� = f̂� and that quantization should notbe two big, i. e., that some omplete set of elements of A should be mapped to a omplete setof operators. We will not disuss these axioms, but the reader should be aware that espeiallythe last one is behind muh of the tehnial problems underlying geometri quantization, suhas polarizations, et. (see [16℄).



332 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometrywhere we have set Q = q � and P = i~�q. One an hek that the Weylorrespondene satis�es the normalization ondition and the orrespondenepriniple.In 1949 Moyal interpreted the Weyl orrespondene as a deformation of thealgebra A. More exatly, he omputed the produt � on A suh that\f1 � f2 = f̂1f̂2;and obtained the expliit formulaf1 �~ f2 = exp8<: i~2 nXj=1 ��qj1�pj2 � �qj2�pj1�9=; f1(q1; p1)f2(q2; p2)������ q1=q2=qp1=p2=p (1.3)This formula an be written more onisely by regarding the Poisson braketas a bi-di�erential operator� : C1(R2n )� C1(R2n )! C1(R2n )� C1(R2n )suh that: �(f1; f2)(x; x) = ff1; f2g (x):Then setting �0(f1; f2)(x; y) = f1(x)f2(y), theMoyal-Weyl star produt is givenby the exponential of �:f1 �~ f2 = exp( i~2 �)(f1; f2)����x=y : (1.4)Note that by onsidering the power series expansion in ~ we an write this�-produt in the form f1 �~ f2 = +1Xl=0 Bl(f1; f2)~land we see immediately that the oe�ients Bl satisfy the following set of prop-erties:(i) the Bl's are bi-di�erential operators;(ii) B0(f1; f2) = f1f2;(iii) B1(f1; f2) = i~2 ff1; f2g;(iv) Bl(1; f) = Bl(f; 1) = 0, if l � 1;(v) Bl(f1; f2) = (�1)lBl(f2; f1);This shows that the �~-produt is a deformation of the assoiative produt on Awhih at order 1 oinides with the Poisson braket. In this setting, quantizationamounts to a deformation of the point-wise ommutative algebra of funtionsin the diretion of the Poisson braket. Moreover, in this theory of deformationquantization everything is algebrai.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 3331.3 The Axioms of Deformation QuantizationThe �~-produt of Weyl and Moyal aptures the main features of the algebraof quantized observables B(H), so it is natural to forget about this algebra andonsider instead the �~-produt. One is led to the following de�nition of a starprodut on a manifold.:De�nition 1.5. Let M be a smooth manifold and let A = C1(M) denotethe assoiative algebra of smooth funtions on M . A star-produt on A is abi-linear operation �~ : A[[~℄℄�A[[~℄℄! A[[~℄℄ suh that(i) �~ is R[[~℄℄-linear: �Pl�0 fk~k� �~ �Pl�0 gl~l� =Pk;l�0(fk �~ gl)~k+l;(ii) �~ is assoiative: (f �~ g) �~ h = f �~ (g �~ h);(iii) �~ deforms the usual produt: f �~ g = fg +O(~);(iv) �~ is loal: f �~ g = Pk�0Bk(f; g)~k, where Bk(f; g) are bi-di�erentialoperators.Note that we do not require the manifold to be a Poisson manifold. Therelation to Poisson brakets will be explained later.A morphism of star produts D : (M; �1) ! (M; �2) is a homomorphism ofR[[~℄℄-modules, D : A[[~℄℄! A[[~℄℄, of the formf 7�!Xk�0Dk(f)~kwhere eah Dk : A ! A is a di�erential operator, and suh that the followingommutation relation holds:D(f �1 g) = D(f) �2 D(g): (1.5)If D0 = I , then D = I +Pk�0Dk~k has a (formal) inverse. In this ase we saythat D is an isomorphism of star-produts. In this ase we havef �2 g = D�1(D(f) �1 D(g)):The set of automorphisms of a star produt �~ is a group alled the gauge groupof �~. The reader should be aware that one often alls an isomorphism a hangeof gauge.The fundamental problems in the theory of deformation quantization to bedisussed here are:� Existene of star produts;� Uniqueness of star produts;� Constrution of star produts;



334 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryBefore we turn to the disussion of these problems let us larify the rela-tionship between deformation of assoiative produts, i. e., star produts, andPoisson brakets.We start with a smooth manifold M , and assume that �~ is a star produton A = C1(M) whih we write in the formf �~ g =Xk�0Bk(f; g)~k:We have:Theorem 1.6. The star produt �~ is gauge equivalent to a star produt ~�~with ~B1(f; g) a Poisson braket on M .We divide the proof of this theorem into a few lemmas. The reader mayskip this proof sine a natural ohomologial interpretation of this results willbe given in the next setion.Lemma 1.7. The bi-linear map B1 : A�A ! A satis�esfB1(g; h)�B1(fg; h) +B1(f; gh)�B1(f; g)h = 0 (1.6)Proof. We ompute(f �~ g) �~ h = fgh+ (B1(fg; h) +B1(f; g)h) ~+O(~2);f �~ (g �~ h) = fgh+ (B1(f; gh) + fB1(g; h)) ~+O(~2):Therefore the assoiativity of �~ gives the desired relation (1.6).Now let us deompose B1 into its symmetri and skew-symmetri parts:B1 = B+1 +B�1 ; with B�1 (f; g) = B1(f; g)�B1(g; f)2 :Lemma 1.8. Let D = I + D1~ + O(~2) be a hange of gauge from �~ to ~�~.Then B1 is hanged to ~B1 with~B1(f; g) = B1(f; g) +D1(fg)� fD1(g)�D1(f)g:Proof. We have D�1 = I �D1~+O(~2), so we ompute:f ~�~g = D(D�1(f) �~ D�1(g))= D �fg � fD1(g)~�D1(f)g~+B1(f; g)~+O(~2)�= fg + (B1(f; g) +D1(fg)� fD1(g)�D1(f)g) ~+O(~2):Therefore, ~B1 is as laimed.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 335Note that if B1 satis�es (1.6) then B�1 also satisfy (1.6). Next one showsthat it is possible to kill the symmetri part:Lemma 1.9. Given a symmetri bidi�erential operator B+1 satisfying (1.6)there exists a di�erential operator D1 suh thatB+1 (f; g) = D1(fg)� fD1(g)�D1(f)g:Finally we hek that B�1 is a Poisson braket:Lemma 1.10. B�1 is a Poisson braket.Proof. If we yli permute f , g and h in (1.6) we obtain:fB�1 (g; h)�B�1 (fg; h) +B�1 (f; gh)�B�1 (f; g)h = 0;gB�1 (h; f)�B�1 (gh; f) +B�1 (g; hf)�B�1 (g; h)f = 0;hB�1 (f; g)�B�1 (hf; g) +B�1 (h; fg)�B�1 (h; f)g = 0:If we subtrat the seond equation from the other two equations, we obtain,using skew-symmetry:B�1 (fg; h) = fB�1 (g; h) +B�1 (f; h)g;so B�1 is a derivation in eah entry. All that remains to show is that B�1 satis�esthe Jaobi identity. If we onsider the ommutator[f; g℄ = f �~ g � g �~ f;we ompute: [[f; g℄; h℄ = 4B�1 (B�1 (f; g); h)~2 +O(~3):The assoiativity of �~ implies the Jaobi identity for the ommutator. At order~2 we obtain the Jaobi identity for B�1 .2 Existene of Star ProdutsIn the previous setion we saw that a star produt is a deformation of theusual produt on the algebra A = C1(M). The natural question arises if onean always deform this produt in a non-trivial way. The general study ofdeformation of multipliative strutures was pursued by Gerstenhaber in the50's and 60's. For most of this setion we will follow Gerstenhaber approah [8℄.



336 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometry2.1 Formal Deformations and Hohshild CohomologyLet V be a vetor spae over a �eld k. The andidates for produts of k-fatorson V are members of the set of all k-multilinear maps on V :Ck(V ) = f : V � � � � � V ! V j  is linear in eah argumentgWith an eye towards studying the assoiative property, for a 2 Ck(V ) andb 2 Cl(V ) let a Æ b 2 Ck+l�1(V ) be the element de�ned bya Æ b(x1; : : : ; xk+l�1) == kXi=1(�1)(i�1)(l�1)a(x1; : : : ; xi�1; b(xi; : : : ; xi+l�1); xi+l; : : : ; xk+l�1)and let [a; b℄ 2 Ck+l�1(V ) be the Gerstenhaber braket de�ned by:[a; b℄ � a Æ b� (�1)(k�1)(l�1)b Æ a:Then, if we delare an element of Ck(V ) to have degree k�1, the Gerstenhaberbraket de�nes a struture of super Lie algebra on C�(V ) =Lk Ck(V ).In the ase of binary operations, i.e., elements a; b 2 C2(V ), we ompute[a; b℄(x; y; z) = a(b(x; y); z)� a(x; b(y; z) + b(a(x; y); z)� b(x; a(y; z));so if we set a = b and write a(x; y) = x � y we see that:[a; a℄(x; y; z) = (x � y) � z � x � (y � z):Therefore we have:Proposition 2.1. An element a 2 C2(V ) de�nes an assoiative produt on Vi� the Gerstenhaber braket [a; a℄ vanishes.Now suppose that A is an assoiative algebra and denote by a 2 C2(A) theprodut on A so [a; a℄ = 0. We de�ne a map da : C�(A)! C�+1(A) by settingda(b) = [a; b℄. The super Jaobi identity givesd2a = 0;so da is a oboundary map. The omplex (Ck(A); da) is alled the Hohshildomplex of the assoiative algebra A. The assoiated ohomology is alled theHohshild ohomology and is denoted by HH�(A).Let us �nd out the meaning of the lowest Hohshild ohomology groups. Ifwe write a(x; y) = x � y we have:� If b 2 C0(A) = A and da(b) = [a; b℄ = 0 then[a; b℄(x) = a(b; x)� a(x; b) = b � x� x � b = 0so b lies in the enter of A. Hene,HH0(A) = enter of A:



Rui Lojas Fernandes 337� We just saw that if b 2 C0(A) then da(b)(x) = [b; x℄ = ad b � x is an innerderivation of the algebra A. On the other hand, if b 2 C1(A) is suh thatda(b) = 0 we have[a; b℄(x; y) = a(b(x); y) + a(x; b(y)� b(a(x; y)) = 0;whih an be written asb(x � y) = x � b(y) + b(x) � y:This just means that b is a derivation of A. Therefore,HH1(A) = derivations of Ainner derivations of A� Let a(") = a0+a1"+a2"2+ � � � be a formal deformation of the assoiativeprodut a0 = a. Aording to proposition 2.1, a(") de�nes an assoiativeprodut i�0 = [a("); a(")℄ = [a0; a0℄ + 2[a0; a1℄"+ (2[a0; a2℄ + [a1; a1℄)"2 + � � � (2.1)Sine a0 = a is assoiative, the onstant term vanishes. We say that a1 isan in�nitesimal deformation of a ifda(a1) = [a; a1℄ = 0;and we all a1 a trivial in�nitesimal deformation of a if for some b 2 C1(A)one has a1 = da(b) = [a; b℄:We onlude thatHH2(A) = in�nitesimal deformations of Atrivial in�nitesimal deformations of ALet us onsider now the higher order terms in equation (2.1). If we assumethat a = a0 is assoiative and a1 is an in�nitesimal deformation of a, in orderto eliminate the "2-term, we need2[a0; a2℄ + [a1; a1℄ = 0 () da(a2) = 12 [a1; a1℄:Note also that, by super-Jaobi, we have alwaysda([a1; a1℄) = [a; [a1; a1℄℄ = 0:We onlude that [a1; a1℄ determines an element of HH3(A) and that we anontinue in�nitesimal deformations i� this element is zero.



338 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryIn general, the oeÆient of the "n-term in equation (2.1) takes the formn[a0; an℄ + (quadrati terms in the ai's with i < n)so the vanishing of this term is equivalent to:da(an) = quadrati expression in the ai's with i < nand we onlude that:Proposition 2.2. The obstrutions to formal deformation of the assoiativeprodut in A lie in HH3(A).2.2 Deformations of C1(M).We are interested in the ase of deformations of the algebra A = C1(M), i.e.,star produts. In this ase we have:� HH0 = C1(M) sine the enter is everything;� HH1 = X (M) sine every derivation of C1(M) an be identi�ed with avetor �eld;In the ase of star produts we are not interested in arbitrary deforma-tions but rather loal deformations where at eah step the ai's are di�eren-tial operators (see setion 1). Therefore we need to onsider the subomplexCkdi�(A) � Ck(A) onsisting of k-multilinear maps on A whih are di�erentialoperators on A. Then, as before, one an onstrut the Hohshild ohomologyHHkdi�(A) and one has (see [2℄):Theorem 2.3. Let A = C1(M). In the omplex Ckdi�(A) we have:(i) Every k-oyle is ohomologous to a skew-symmetri oyle;(ii) Every skew-symmetri oyle is given by a k-vetor �eld;(ii) A k-vetor �eld is a oboundary i� it is zero.In other words, HHkdi�(C1(M)) ' �(^k(M)):Note that lemmas 1.8 and 1.9 are speial ases of this theorem. We an alsoreinterpret lemmas 1.7 and 1.10 in ohomologial terms: suppose thatf �~ g =Xk>0Bk(f; g)~kis a formal deformation of B0, and B1 is skew-symmetri (whih an be ahievedif B1 is loal). Then, for �~ to be assoiative, we have at the lowest orders:



Rui Lojas Fernandes 339� [B0; B0℄ = 0 i� B0 is assoiative;� [B0; B1℄ = 0 i� B1 satis�es Leibniz identity;� 2[B0; B2℄ + [B1; B1℄ = 0 i� B1 satis�es Jaobi identity;As we saw above, higher orders obstrutions lie in the third Hohshild oho-mology group HH3di�(C1(M)). One an show that, in the ase of a sympletimanifold, these obstrutions atually lie in the third de Rham ohomology groupH3(M ; C ).For a sympleti manifold with third Betty number b3 = dimH3(M ; C ) =0 there are no obstrutions to deformation quantization. It is easy to giveexamples (forming quoients of manifolds with b3 = 0) where the obstrutionsto deformation quantization are only apparent. So the question naturally aroseif these obstrutions are always apparent. In 1983, De Wilde and Leomte[4℄ proved that every sympleti manifold admits a formal deformation. Moregeometri proofs were later given by Karasev and Maslov[9℄, Omori, Maeda andYoshioka [14℄, and Fedosov [5℄. We will explain Fedosov's proof in the nextsetion.2.3 Kontsevih's Approah to Deformations of C1(M)The question of whether every Poisson manifold admits non-trivial formal defor-mation quantizations has been settled reently by Kontsevih [10℄. He showedthat this follows from his formality onjeture for whih he was able to give aproof. We will now briey desribe Kontsevih's results.Reall that a di�erential graded Lie algebra (abrev. DGLA), is a Z-gradedLie superalgebra L =Mk�0Lktogether with a degree one map d : Lk ! Lk+1 whih satis�es:d[a; b℄ = [d a; b℄ + (�1)k[a; d b℄:The reader should keep in mind the ase Lk = Ck+1di� (C1(M)) with the Gesten-haber braket, the di�erential d being indued by standard multipliation, andthe ase of multivetor �elds Lk = �(^k+1(M)), with the Shouten braket, andzero di�erential.For a DGLA we have an ation of L0 on L1 by setting:�(a) : b 7�! [a; b℄ + d a (a 2 L0; b 2 L1):This ation an be exponentiated to a formal ation of exp(L0) on L1:exp(ta) : b 7�! exp(t ad a)(b) + I � exp(t ada)ad a d b:



340 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryAlso, there is a quadrati map Q : L1 ! L2 given by:Q(b) = d b+ 12[b; b℄:One an hek that the ation of �(a) perserves KerQ, so the ation of exp(L0)also preserves KerQ.One says that two DGLA L and L0 are quasi-isomorphi if there existshomomorphisms of DGLAL �! L1  � L2 �! � � �  � Ln �! L0whih indue isomorphisms on ohomology (the diretions of the arrows are notimportant).Theorem 2.4. If L and L0 are quais-isomorphi DGLA's then the orrespond-ing ations of L0 on L1 and of L00 on L01 are equivalent.A DGLA is alled formal is it is isomorphi to the DGLA of its ohomologywith the trivial di�erential. Kontsevih's formality onjeture states:Conjeture 2.5. C�di�(C1(M)) is a formal DGLA.A proof of this onjeture has appeared reently ([10℄). A remarkable fatis that this onjeture implies the existene of deformation quantization for anyPoisson manifold M .Theorem 2.6. There exists a non-trivial deformation quantization for everyPoisson manifold.Sketh of the proof. Consider Lk = �(^k+1(M)), with the Shouten braket,and zero di�erential. If � is the Poisson tensor on M then � 2 KerQ, whereQ : L1 ! L2 is the quadrati map de�ned above. Consider also the path = "� 2 KerQ. By the formality onjeture and theorem 2.3, L is quasi-isomorphi to L0 = C�+1di� (C1(M)) and we an apply theorem 2.4 to obtain aorresponding path 0 2 L01 suh that0 2 KerQ0 () d 0 + 12[; 0℄ = 0:If we denote the 2-yle orresponding to multipliation on C1(M) by a0 2 L01and use the fat that d = [a0; �℄, we obtain[a0 + 0; a0 + 0℄ = 0;so a = a0 + 0 is a star produt deforming a0 in the diretion of �.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 341In fat, Kontsevih gives an expliit quasi-isomorphism between �(^�+1(M))and C�+1di� (C1(M)) and, as a onsequene, he obtains a formula in loal oor-dinates for the star produt. Kontsevih formula isf �~ g = 1Xn=0 X�2Gn ~n!�B�;�(f; g);where Gn is a ertain lass of graphs for eah integer n, !� are weights obtainedby integration over eah graph � 2 Gn, and B�;� are bidi�erential operatorsgiven by a ertain rule for eah graph � and depending on the Poisson ten-sor � (see [10℄ for more details). Other quasi-isomorphisms give rise to otherdeformation quantizations.3 Construtions of Star ProdutsOf the many expliit onstrutions of star produts for sympleti manifoldsdisovered in the last 15 years, Fedosov's onstrution [5℄ is the most geometri,and lies at the base of muh of the reent work in deformation quantization. Wewill now desribe this onstrution.3.1 Weyl StruturesLet V be a vetor spae with a onstant (i. e., translation invariant) Poissontensor. Then V has a natural star produt, namely the Moyal-Weyl �~-produtgiven by (see setion 1):f1 �~ f2 = exp( i~2 �)(f1; f2)����x=y= +1Xn=0 1n� i~2 �nPn(f; g); (3.1)where Pn(f; g) = �i1j1 � � ��injn�i1 � � � �inf�j1 � � � �jng:The algebraW (V ) = (C1(V )[[~℄℄; �~) is alled theWeyl-Moyal algebra of (V; �).For a general regular Poisson manifold (i. e., � with onstant rank), around apoint x 2M , (M;�) is loally isomorphi to the Poisson vetor spae (TxM;�x).Therefore, any regular Poisson manifold admits loally �~-produts. The prob-lem is to path together these �~-produts in order to quantize the algebraA = C1(M). This will be done through the use of speial onnetions.De�nition 3.1. Let (M;�) be a Poisson manifold. A linear onnetion r onM is alled a Poisson onnetion if its torsion vanishes (T = 0) andr� = 0:



342 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryNote that the existene of a Poisson onnetion plaes restritions on a Poi-son manifold: sine � is preserved under parallel transport, its rank is onstant,so M is a regular Poisson manifold. Conversely, any regular Poisson manifoldadmits a Poisson onnetion.If (M;�) is a Poisson manifold with a Poisson onnetion r we might tryto de�ne a star-produt like the Moyal-Weyl produt, but where we replae theusual derivatives by ovariant derivatives:Pn(f; g) = �i1j1 � � ��injnri1 � � � rinfrj1 � � � rjng: (3.2)This orresponds to the following observation. The Weyl-Moyal produt on aPoisson vetor spae (M;�) is invariant under aÆne sympleti maps: if L : V !V is a linear map that preserves the Poisson braket then L� : C1(V )[[~℄℄ !C1(V )[[~℄℄ is an automorphism of �~. This means that the Weyl-Moyal produtpasses to any Poisson manifold loally modeled on V as long as only aÆnesympleti oordinate hanges are allowed. This of ourse is possible if M hasa at Poisson onnetion without torsion. In fat, we have:Proposition 3.2. Let (M;�) be a Poisson manifold with a Poisson onnetionr. Then (3.1) with Pn given by (3.2) de�nes a star-produt on M i� r is at.Note that the only ondition that needs to be veri�ed is that �~ is assoiative.The proposition says that this is equivalent to r being at:R(X;Y ) = rXrY �rYrX �r[X;Y ℄ = 0:For a proof see [1℄.Of ourse, there are many examples of Poisson manifolds that are not at,and so this formula in general will not give a star produt. We need a moresophistiated approah. Omori, Maeda and Yoshioka[14℄ and Fedosov [5℄ inde-pendently proposed the following idea: eah tangent spae of a regular Poissonmanifold M an be onsidered as a Weyl algebra with the Moyal-Weyl starprodut, so the tangent bundle TM beomes a Poisson manifold with �ber-wise Poisson braket and whih is quantizable with the �berwise Moyal-Weylstar produt. To quantize M itself we an try to look in the quantized algebraC1(TM)[[~℄℄ for a subalgebra isomorphi to the vetor spae C1(M)[[~℄℄ suhthat the �~-produt indued on C1(M)[[~℄℄ is a deformation quantization ofM . One alls suh a subalgebra a Weyl struture on M .Example 3.3.As a simple example onsider a Poisson vetor spae (V; �). If (x1; : : : ; xn)are oordinates on V let (y1; : : : ; yn) be the orresponding linear oordi-nates on TxV . Then (xi; yi) are oordinates on TV and we have the�berwise Poisson braket�yk; yl	 = �kl; �xk; xl	 = 0; �xk; yl	 = 0;



Rui Lojas Fernandes 343and the �berwise �~-produtf(x; y; ~) �~ g(x; y; ~) = +1Xn=0 1n� i~2 �nPn(f(x; �; ~); g(x; �; ~)):where the Pn at on the y0s. Now if we onsider the lass of funtionsf(x; y; ~) satisfyingf(x+ ; y � ; ~) = f(x; y; ~);  2 V;we see that it is in fat a subalgebra, and the projetion C1(TV )[[~℄℄ !C1(V )[[~℄℄ f(x; y; ~) 7�! f(x; 0; ~)restrits to an isomorphism on this subalgebra. Its inverse is the mapg(x; ~) 7�! g(x; y; ~) � g(x+ y; ~):Therefore this lass of funtions gives a Weyl struture on M .In the next paragraphs, following Fedosov, we will show how to onstrut aWeyl struture on any sympleti manifold.3.2 Formal Weyl AlgebrasLet (M;�) be a Poisson manifold. If x 2 M we introdue the formal Weylalgebra, denoted Wx, whose elements are formal seriesa(y) = X2k+l�0 ~kaki1���ilyi1 � � � yil ;where (y1; : : : ; ym) are the oordinates on TxM determined by some set of loaloordinates (x1; : : : ; xm) on M around x, and aki1 ���il are ovariant tensors foreah �xed value of the �rst index. The produt on Wx is the �berwise Weyl-Moyal �~-produt (3.1). The formal Weyl bundle W ! M is the bundle overM whose total spae is W = [x2MWx;and whose setions C1(M;W ) when restrited to a oordinate hart are formalsums a(x; y; ~) = X2k+l�0 ~kaki1���il(x)yi1 � � � yil ;with aki1 ���il(x) smooth funtions3. We an think of these setions as smoothfuntions on the quantized tangent bundle TMQ.3The indies mean that we assign weight 2 to the variable ~ and weight 1 to eah linearfuntion on TxM .



344 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryThe setions C1(M;W ) of the formal Weyl bundle form an algebra for the�berwise Weyl-Moyal �~-produt. Its enter Z onsists of setions of the forma(x; ~) = X2k�0 ~kak(x);and hene we an identify Z ' C1(M)[[~℄℄. There is also a natural Lie algebrastruture on the formal Weyl bundle, namely the \quantum ommutator":[a; b℄ = 1i~ (a �~ b� b �~ a) :If we denote by Wr the ideal in W generated by terms of weight r then wehave a �ltration for �~ W �W1 �W2 � � � � �Wr � � � �whih satis�es: [Wr;Ws℄ �Wr+s�2:We are interested in piking a subalgebra of C1(M;W ). If this subalgebrais the annihilator of some Lie algebra of derivations of W , it should orrespondgeometrially to some kind of foliation of the quantized tangent bundle TMQ.This foliation is transverse to the �bers, when the derivations are of the formDX , with X 2 X (M), and D a onnetion on W . Finally, when this foliation istransverse to the zero setion, parallel setions of W are in 1:1 orrespondenewith C1(M)[[~℄℄, thus giving a Weyl struture on M .In order to study onnetions on the Weyl bundle (see next paragraph) weneed to onsider di�erential forms on M with values in W , i. e., setions ofW �W 
 � = �mq=0W 
 �q. A typial setion is:a(x; y; dx; ~) =X ~kaki1���ilj1���jq (x)yi1 � � � yil 
 dxj1 ^ � � � ^ dxjq :The �~-produt and quantum ommutator [�; �℄ extend to di�erential forms: wede�ne �~ using Moyal on the yi-part and ^ on the dxj-part. For the ommutatorwe set for a 2W 
 �p and b 2 W 
 �q[a; b℄ = 1i~ (a �~ b� (�1)qb �~ a) :Note that the enter of W is Z 
 � and we have projetions:W 3 a(x; y; dx; ~) //

**UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU
a0 = a(x; 0; dx; ~) 2 Z 
 �a00 = a(x; 0; 0; ~) 2 Z



Rui Lojas Fernandes 345In the ase where a 2W we write a0 = a00 � �(a), the so alled symbol of a.On the spae W of W -valued forms there is an exterior derivative typeoperator Æ :Wr 
 �q !Wr�1 
 �q+1 de�ned by:Æa = dxk ^ �a�yk(reall the sum onvention). Note that:Æ(yi 
 1) = 1
 dxi; Æ(~
 1) = 0; Æ(1
 dxi) = 0;so the e�et of Æ is replaing one by one eah yi by dxi. The operator Æ is aderivation of W and Æ2 = 0. In the ase where � is sympleti there is a niedesription of Æ as an inner derivation:Lemma 3.4. If � is sympleti with sympleti form ! = 12!ijdxi ^ dxj thenfor all a 2 W Æ(a) = � i~ [!ijyi 
 dxj ; a℄ (3.3)Proof. If a 2 Z note that 1i~ [yi; a℄ = �yi; a	 = �ij �a�yj ;so one has �a�yi = � i~ [!ijyi; a℄. Therefore we onlude thatÆ(a
 1) = � i~ [!ijyi 
 dxj ; a
 1℄:Sine Æ is a derivation, (3.3) follows.There exists another operator whih has the e�et of replaing one by oneeah dxj by (�1)jyj . It is de�ned by:Æ�a = yk{ ��xk a:For a monomial yi1 � � � yil 
 dxj1 ^ � � � ^ dxjq , we have the easily proved relationÆÆ� + Æ�Æ = (l + q)I:Therefore, if we let Æ�1 =8<: 1l+q Æ� if l+ q 6= 00; if l + q = 0we obtain a Hodge type deomposition for W -valued forms:Proposition 3.5. Let a 2 W. Then, setting H(a) = a00 2 Z, the followingdeomposition of a is valid a = ÆÆ�1a+ Æ�1Æa+Ha (3.4)Note that the operator Æ� is not a derivation.



346 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometry3.3 Connetions on the Weyl BundleWe will now motivate the introdution of a ertain lass of onnetions on theWeyl bundle of a Poisson manifold (M;�) with Poisson onnetion r. Theorresponding onnetion 1-form is denoted4:� = �kijEik 
 dxj :Note that r has no torsion i� it is symmetri, i. e., �kij = �kji.We begin by lifting the onnetion to the Weyl bundle. We need:Lemma 3.6. r is a sympleti onnetion i� �kij is symmetri and � takesvalues in sp(m;R).Now note that we have identi�ationssp(m;R) ' linear Hamiltonianvetor �elds ' quadrati Hamiltonians(JA+AJ = 0) (ajiyi ��yj ) (H = !rjajiyiyr)so, under these identi�ations, the onnetion 1-form an be written as� = �ijkyiyj 
 dxk ;where we have set �ijk = !ir�rjk .If we reinterpret the yi's as formal variables on the Weyl bundle, we see that� de�nes a onnetion 1-form on W . This onnetion on W is preisely the liftto the Weyl bundle of the given linear onnetion r on the tangent bundle.Example 3.7.Consider the ase M = V with onstant sympleti form !. As we sawabove, a Weyl struture is formed by those setions satisfying:a(x+ ; y � ; ~) = a(x; y; ~):The at anonial onnetion is sympleti and has trivial Christo�el sym-bols �ijk = 0. This would give � = 0, and the setions above are not atfor this onnetion. In fat we have to onsider instead� = i~!kjyk 
 dxj :To hek this let a be a at setion. In Darboux oordinates we ompute,using lemma 3.4,D�a = da+ i~ [!kjyk 
 dxj ; a℄ = da� Æa:4For notations onerning onnetions see the appendix.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 347Therefore, we see that da = Æa. If �(a) = a0 is the symbol of a, the Hodgedeomposition gives a = a0 + Æ�1Æa = a0 + Æ�1da;sine Æ�1a = 0. Iterating this equation givesa = a0 + Æ�1da0 + Æ�1dÆ�1da0 + � � �= +1Xk=0(Æ�1d)ka0 = +1Xk=0 1k! (�i1 � � ��ika0)yi1 � � � yik :This shows that a satis�es the ondition a(x+ ; y � ; ~) = a(x; y; ~).This example suggests onsidering onnetions on W of the form�0 = i~!kjyk 
 dxj + i~�ijkyiyj 
 dxkwhere �ijk are the Christo�el symbols of a sympleti onnetion on M . Inorder for the at setions to form a Weyl struture, we need the onnetion tobe abelian. Unfortunately, this is not the ase for the onnetion �0:Lemma 3.8. Let (M;!) be a sympleti manifold and let �0 = i~!kjyk
 dxj +i~�ijkyiyj
dxk be a onnetion 1-form on the Weyl bundle W assoiated with asympleti onnetion r on M . Then its urvature 2-form i~
0 in loal Darbouxoordinates is given by
0 = �12!ijdxi ^ dxj + 14Rijklyiyjdxk ^ dxl;where R is the urvature tensor of the sympleti onnetion.Note that if a is any setion, we have:D2�0a = i~ [
0; a℄ = i~ [R; a℄;so if R is not a entral form, i. e., if R 6= 0, we do not have an abelian onnetionas it is required for produing a Weyl struture onsisting of at setions. Oneis led to onsider \perturbations" of �0:� = �0 + " = �0 + i~r; (3.5)where r 2W3 
�. The ovariant derivative for this onnetion 1-form is givenby: Da = da� Æa+ i~ [�ijkyiyj 
 dxk + r; a℄;



348 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometryso it is lear that we an add to r any entral fator. The Weyl normalizationondition states that r0 = 0: (3.6)Using iteration, the properties of Æ and Æ�1, and the Hodge deomposition, weobtainTheorem 3.9. There exists a unique 1-form r 2 W3 
 � satisfyingÆ�1r = 0(whih implies the Weyl normalization ondition (3.6)) and suh that the on-netion D with onnetion 1-form (3.5) has urvature i~
� where
� = �!:In partiular D is an abelian onnetion.Proof. If one alulates the urvature of a onnetion � of type (3.5) one gets
� = �12!ijdxi ^ dxj +R� Ær +rr + i~r2:Therefore, the abelian property will be ful�lled providedÆr = R+rr + i~r2: (3.7)Assume that r satis�es Æ�1r = 0, so its Hodge deomposition is r = Æ�1Ær.Applying Æ�1 to (3.7) we getr = Æ�1R+ Æ�1(rr + i~r2): (3.8)Sine r preserves the �ltration and Æ�1 raises it by 1, iteration of this equationgives a unique solution.Conversely, one shows that if r is a solution of (3.8) then it satis�es Æ�1r = 0and (3.7) so it determines an abelian onnetion with urvature 
� = �!.Iterating (3.8) we an onstrut expliitly the form r, and hene �, up toany order. The �rst two terms arer = 18Rijklyiyjyk 
 dxl + 120�mRijklyiyjykym 
 dxl +O(~):To de�ne the Weyl struture let WD � W be the subspae of at setionsfor D = D� where � is as in the theorem:WD = fa 2 W : Da = 0g :We have:



Rui Lojas Fernandes 349Theorem 3.10. The spae WD is a subalgebra of W . Moreover, for any z 2 Zthere exists a unique a 2WD suh that �(a) = z.Proof. Sine Æ, r and [r; �℄ at as derivations of W we see that:D(a �~ b) = D(a) �~ b+ a �~ D(b)so WD is a subalgebra. On the other hand, the equation Da = 0 an be writtenin the form Æa = ra+ i~ [r; a℄ (3.9)If we apply to this equation Æ�1 and use Hodge deomposition we geta = a0 + Æ�1(ra+ i~ [r; a℄); (3.10)where a0 = �(a). Iteration gives a unique solution, sine Æ�1 inreases the�ltration.Conversely, one an show that if a is a solution of (3.10) then a is a solutionof (3.9) so a is a at setion with �(a) = a0.Again, iterating (3.10) we an onstrut expliitly the setion a orrespond-ing to some a0 up to any order. The �rst few terms are:a = a0 + �ia0yi+12�i�ja0yiyj + 16�i�j�ka0yiyjyk+� 124Rijkl!lm�ma0yiyjyk + : : :When R = 0 we reover the expression we had before (see example 3.7):a = +1Xk=0 1k! (�i1 � � ��ika0)yi1 � � � yik :Now we an onstrut the �~-produt on C1(M)[[~℄℄ = Z . We simplyonsider the push forward by the map � :WD ! Z of the �berwise Weyl-Moyal�~-produt: a �~ b � �(��1(a) �~ ��1(b)): (3.11)The inverse map Q = ��1 : Z ! WD is alled the anonial quantization mapfor M .



350 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometry3.4 Uniqueness of Deformation QuantizationWe �nish this setion with some brief omments on the question of uniquenessof star produts.In the previous setions we saw that for any sympleti manifold (M;�),with ! = ��1, one an onstrut an abelian onnetion on the Weyl bundleW whose urvature 2-form is 
 = �!. In [6℄, Fedosov also showed that thisonstrution an be extended so that the urvature beomes 
 = Pj�0 ~j!j ,for any sequene of losed 2-forms f!jg suh that !0 = ! is the original sym-pleti form. Moreover, the isomorphism lasses of these generalized Fedosovstar produts only depend on the ohomology lasses [!j ℄ 2 H2(M;R) (j > 0).Conversely, in [11, 12℄, Nest and Tsygan showed that any deformation of (M;�)is isomorphi to a generalized Fedosov star produt.It follows that the relevant data for haraterizing (and onstruting) iso-morphism lasses of star produts are sequenes!; [!1℄; [!2℄; : : : ; [!j ℄; : : :where [!j ℄ 2 H2(M;R) (j > 0). Therefore, the moduli spae of star produts ona sympleti manifold is 1~ (! +H2(M)[[~℄℄). Nest and Tsygan have developedthis result into a theory of harateristis lasses for star produts. They alsogave a new version of the Index Theorem of Atiyah and Singer in the ontextof deformation quantization.In the 60's, Moser had shown that the deformations of sympleti struturesare lassi�ed by their ohomology lasses. Therefore we an state:Theorem 3.11. For a sympleti manifold, the isomorphism lasses of starproduts are in 1:1 orrespondene with isomorphism lasses of formal defor-mations of the sympleti struture.This result was extended to the Poisson ase by Kontsevith.As a �nal note we remark that, up to isomorphism, there is a unique defor-mation quantization whose harateristi lass is independent of ~, namely theone orresponding to the star produt we onstruted in the previous setions.This is the reason for the name \anonial quantization". However, this nameis a bit misleading for there is strong evidene that other isomorphism lassesof star produts play a signi�ant role.4 G-Invariant Deformation QuantizationIt is well known that symmetry plays a fundamental role in Physis. In this�nal setion we onsider deformation quantization in the presene of symmetry.Symmetry is well understood at the lassial level. There is a well de�neproedure (whih we reall below) that, starting from a Poisson manifold on



Rui Lojas Fernandes 351whih a Lie group ats respeting the Poisson braket, produes a redued Pois-son manifold. Moreover, if on the original phase spae a hamiltonian system isgiven by an invariant hamiltonian funtion, one obtains a redued hamiltoniansystem. This is the elebrated Meyer-Marsden-Weinstein redution proedure.The question naturally arises if there is a similar redution proedure onthe quantum level, and if \redution" ommutes with \quantization". We willsee that the answer to this question in the ase of deformation quantization ispositive, at least in the sympleti ase, as was shown reently by Fedosov [7℄.4.1 Redution of Poisson ManifoldsWe shall reall the usual redution proedure for Poisson manifolds. For a moredetailed exposition in the same spirit as presented here see [13℄.Reall that given a Poisson manifold M and a Lie group G ating on M , wesay that it is a Poisson ation if for eah g 2 G the mapM 3 m 7�! g �m 2Mis a Poisson map.Given an ation of G on M , we let g be the Lie algebra of G, and for eahx 2 g we denote by Xx 2 X (M) the orresponding in�nitesimal generator:Xx(m) = ddt exp(tx) �m����t=0:If the ation is a Poisson ation then eah vetor �eld Xx is a loally hamiltonianvetor �eld5.We say that a Poisson ation is a hamiltonian ation if eah in�nitesimalgenerator Xx (x 2 g), is a (global) hamiltonian vetor �eld. This means thatthere exists a funtion hx 2 C1(M) suh thatXx(f) = ff; hxg ; f 2 C1(M):Moreover, the family hx (x 2 g) satis�esfhx; hyg = �h[x;y℄:For a hamiltonian ation of a Lie group G on a Poisson manifold M we havea moment map P :M ! g� de�ned byhP (m); xi = hx(m); m 2M;x 2 g:Here we have denoted by h�; �i the natural paring between g and g�. The mainimportant features of the moment map are given in the following proposition:5A vetor �eld X on a Poisson manifold (M;�) is alled loally hamiltonian if LX� = 0,so its ow preserves the braket. In this ase, X = �℄� for some losed 1-form �.



352 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryProposition 4.1. For the moment map P : M ! g� of a hamiltonian ationof G on a Poisson manifold M one has:(i) P is a Poisson map when we onsider g� as a Poisson manifold with theLie-Poisson braket;(ii) P is equivariant for the oadjoint ation of G on g�:P (g �m) = Ad� g � P (m); g 2 G;m 2M:If we start with a Poisson manifold with a Poisson ation we an redue thedimension of our phase spae. In fat, we have the following important result(see [13℄):Theorem 4.2. Let � 2 g� be a regular value of the moment map P : M ! g�for a Poisson ation of G on M . Assume that G ats regularly on M andthat G� = fg 2 G : Ad� g � � = �g ats regularly on P�1(�). Then we have theommutative diagram: M �
&&LLLLLLLLLLLP�1(�) �� 88ppppppppppp �̂ &&MMMMMMMMMM
M=GP�1(�)=G� �̂� 99sssssssssswhere M=G and P�1(�)=G� are Poisson manifolds, and � and �̂� are Poissonmaps. Moreover, if M is sympleti, P�1(�)=G� is a sympleti leaf of M=G.Classially, the name \redution" refers to the proedure of starting witha hamiltonian system and using symmetry to redue the number of degrees offreedom, thereby improving one's hane of integrating the system (for example,this proedure was well known to Jaobi). In the modern formulation, thepreise meaning of a system with symmetry is express by the following data:(i) a hamiltonian ation of a Lie group G on a Poisson manifold M and (ii) ahamiltonian funtion h :M ! R invariant under the ation:h(g �m) = h(m); g 2 G;m 2M:Now, aording to the theorem above, the quotient spae M=G (\reduedspae") is a Poisson manifold. Sine h isG-invariant it fators through a funtion(\redued hamiltonian") ~h :M=G! R. By the theorem above, the hamiltonianvetor �elds Xh on M and X~h on M=G are �-related. It follows that:Corollary 4.3. Trajetories of a G-invariant hamiltonian system on M areprojeted by � onto trajetories of the redued hamiltonian system on G=M .For ertain lasses of Lie groups ations this result gives rise to the lassialtheory of integrable systems.



Rui Lojas Fernandes 3534.2 G-Invariant QuantizationWe would like to quantize the redution proedure just desribed and, in par-tiular, the diagram of theorem 4.2.As a starting point, let us onsider the orresponding diagram of assoiativealgebras of smooth funtions: C1(M)���
vvmmmmmmmmmmmmmC1(P�1(�)) C1(M=G)��hhQQQQQQQQQQQQ�̂��vvmmmmmmmmmmmmC1(P�1(�)=G�)�̂�hhQQQQQQQQQQQQQIn this diagram, C1(M), C1(M=G) and C1(P�1(�)=G�) are Poisson algebras,and the maps �� and �̂�� are homomorphisms of Poisson algebras.Suppose we have a star produt on C1(M)[[~℄℄. Is C1(M=G)[[~℄℄ a sub-algebra of C1(M)[[~℄℄, i. e., is C1(M=G)[[~℄℄ losed for this star produt? Ingeneral, the answer is no for the following reason: a funtion on M=G an beidenti�ed with a G-invariant funtion on M and, in fat, what the map �� doesis to realize this identi�ation. So we an reast the question above in the fol-lowing form: given G-invariant funtions f1 and f2 is the produt f1 �~ f2 alsoG-invariant? Clearly, this will not be the ase for a general star produt on M .Let g 2 G, so we have the pull-bak ation of g on C1(M):g�f(m) � f(g �m); m 2M:If the ation of G on M is Poisson we have:g� ff1; f2g = fg�f1; g�f2g :Now, assuming the manifold to be a sympleti manifold, onsider the Weylbundle W of M , so we have the Weyl-Moyal star produt on W :a �~ b �Xn�o 1n!� i~2 �2�i1j1 � � ��injn�i1���ina�j1���jnb:From this formula it is lear that the indued ation of g� on setions of Wpreserves the star produt:g�(a �~ b) = (g�a) �~ (g�b):The star produt on funtions was de�ned by (f. 3.11)f �~ g = Q�1(Q(f) �~ Q(g))



354 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometryso, to get a positive answer to the question posed, we would like to have:Q(g�f) = g�Q(f);where Q is the anonial quantization map forM . As the following result shows,this in fat will hold if we use a G-invariant Poisson onnetion.Proposition 4.4. Let M be a sympleti manifold and suppose given a Poissonation of a Lie group G on M . Given a G-invariant Poisson onnetion r on Mlet D = D� be the orresponding at onnetion on W de�ning a quantizationmap Q : Z !WD. Then g�Q = Qg�:Proof. Sine r is G-invariant, so is D, and we �nd:D(g�Q(f)) = g�DQ(f) = g�0 = 0;sine Q(f) 2 WD is a at setion. On the other hand, for the symbols we also�nd �(g�Q(f)) = g��(Q(f)) = g�f;and by uniqueness of quantization we onlude thatg�Q(f) = Q(g�f):Therefore, for G-invariant quantization, we an identify C(M=G)[[~℄℄ withthe subalgebra of C1(M)[[~℄℄ of G-invariant funtions, and the map �� beomesa homomorphism of star algebras.So far we have assumed that the ation of G on M is Poisson. For hamilto-nian ations we get:Proposition 4.5. Let M be a sympleti manifold with a hamiltonian ationof a Lie group G on M . Then, for G-invariant quantization, we have[hx; hy℄ = h[x;y℄; x; y 2 gwhere on the left side [�; �℄ denotes the quantum ommutator[a; b℄ � 1i~(a �~ b� b �~ a):Proof. For any setion a of the Weyl bundle W one �nds:LXxa = iXxDa� [Q(hx); a℄:In partiular, sine Q(a) is a at setion, we obtainLXxQ(hy) = �[Q(hx); Q(hy)℄:



Rui Lojas Fernandes 355The ation being hamiltonian, we also havefhx; hyg = �h[x;y℄ () LXxhy = �h[x;y℄:So quantization leads toQ(LXxhy) = �LXxQ(hy) = �Q(h[x;y℄);sine we know that g�Q = Qg�. This gives[Q(hx); Q(hy)℄ = Q(h[x;y℄);whih is equivalent to the the proposition.This proposition an also be stated in the following form. Reall that for anhamiltonian ation we have the moment map P : M ! g�, whih is a Poissonmap. If we dualize, we get a Poisson algebra map P � : C1(g�) ! C1(M),whih is just pull-bak by P . The proposition states that the restrition ofthis map to g is a Lie algebra homomorphism. This leads also to the followingquestion: Is it possible to quantize C1(g�) in some natural way so that P �beomes a star algebra homomorphism?4.3 Quantization Commutes with RedutionLetM be a sympleti manifold with a hamiltonian ation of a Lie group G, andwrite A for the algebra C1(M)[[~℄℄ with the star produt obtained by anonialG-invariant quantization. Then we have the subalgebra AG � A whih is theimage of ��.Classially, the image ��(C1(M=G)) is just the subspae of C1(M) on-sisting of G-invariant funtions:��(C1(M=G)) = ff 2 C1(M) : fP (x); fg = 0; 8x 2 gg :On the quantum side, the algebra AG admits a similar interpretation as thesubalgebra of A of G-invariant elements:AG = fa 2: [P (x); a℄ = 0;8x 2 gg :Now assume that all onditions of the lassial redution (theorem 4.2) aresatis�ed, and let R = C1(P�1(�)=G�)[[~℄℄, so the map ��� : AG ! R issurjetive. There are two ways of obtaining a star produt on R:(i) Sine P�1(�)=G� is a sympleti manifold (f. theorem 4.2) we an endowit with a sympleti onnetion obtained by redution from the G-invariantonnetion on M . Then anonial quantization gives a produt �~ on R;



356 Deformation Quantization and Poisson Geometry(ii) Let N be the kernel of the map ��� : AG ! R. Classially, the map��� : C1(M=G)! C1(P�1(�)=G�) has kernelKer ��� = (f 2 C1(M=G) : f =Xi bi(Pi � �i)) ;where we write P =Pi Pi!i and � =Pi �i!i in some basis �!1; : : : ; !n	of g�. Now, when we turn to the quantum piture, we haveN = Ker ��� = (a 2 AG : a =Xi bi �~ (Pi � �i)) ;and we have:Lemma 4.6. N is an ideal for �~ in AG and AG=N ' R.Clearly, the identi�ation AG=N ' R also gives a produt �~ on R.It turns out that these two di�erent ways of furnishing a produt on Ratually oinide, as follows from the following result:Theorem 4.7. The map ��� : C1(M=G)[[~℄℄ ! C1(P�1(�)=G�)[[~℄℄ is ahomomorphism of �~-algebra.This theorem gives a preise meaning to the statement that \deformationquantization ommutes with redution", in the ase of a sympleti manifold.Similar results hold for geometri quantization. A general result of this sortshould also be true for general Poisson manifolds and deformation quantizationin the spirit of Kontsevih. For a proof of theorem 4.7 we refer the reader tothe reent paper [7℄. Appendix.Notations for Connetions on Vetor BundlesReall that a onnetion on a vetor bundle E !M over M is a �rst orderdi�erential operator D : C1(E) ! C1(E 
 �1) whih is R-linear and satis�esthe Leibniz identity:D(fu) = (df)u+ fDu; if u 2 C1(E); f 2 C1(M):If X 2 X (M) is a vetor �eld and we setDX = {XD



Rui Lojas Fernandes 357we obtain the usual ovariant derivative operator. We an extend D to anoperator D : C1(E 
 �q)! C1(E 
 �q+1) by requiring thatD(u
 �) = Du
 �+ (�1)ku
 d�;for all k-forms � 2 �k(M). One an also extend this onnetion in the usualway to any bundle assoiated with E.Given loal oordinates (x1; : : : ; xm) and a loal frame (e1; : : : ; er) for E, wehave D(ei) = �ki ek;where �ki are 1-forms de�ned in the oordinate domain:�ki = �kijdxj :Denoting by Eik the anonial basis for gl(r;R) indued by the loal frame, onede�nes the onnetion 1-form � = �kijEik 
 dxj :Note that � is a 1-form with values in Hom(E;E), and that it does not dependon loal oordinates.The urvature 2-form of the onnetion is de�ned by refering to the followinglemma:Lemma 5.1. For any setion a 2 C1(E) we haveD2(a) = 
a;where 
 2 C1(Hom(E;E) 
 �2) is a ertain 2-form on M , with values in thebundle Hom(E;E), given by6: 
 = d�+ [�; �℄:The 2-form 
 is alled the urvature of the onnetion. A onnetion on E isalled at if its urvature vanishes: 
 = 0. It is alled abelian if the assoiatedonnetion on Hom(E;E) is at. Sine for any setion u 2 C1(Hom(E;E)
V2)one has D2u = [
; u℄;we see that for an abelian onnetion the urvature is 
 = !I with ! a salar2-form.6The ommutator of two Hom(E;E)-valued forms !p and !q , with degree p and q, isde�ned by� p+qp � [!p; !q ℄(�1; : : : ; �p+q) =X� sgn �[!p(�1; : : : ; �p); !p(�p+1; : : : ; �p+q)℄:



358 Deformation Quantization and Poisson GeometryA onnetion on the tangent bundle is alled a linear onnetion. These aredenoted in the text by the symbol r, rather than D. For linear onnetionsthere is an interplay between oordinates on M and on TM . In partiular onean de�ne the torsion tensor to be the symmetri 2-tensor:T (X;Y ) = rXY �rYX � [X;Y ℄:Referenes[1℄ F. Bayen, M. Flato, C. Fronsdal, A. Lihnerowiz, and D. Sternheimer,Deformation theory and quantization, Ann. Physis 111 (1978), no. 1, 61{151.[2℄ M. Cahen, S. Gutt, and M. De Wilde, Loal ohomology of the algebra ofC1 funtions on a onneted manifold, Lett. Math. Phys. 4 (1980), no. 2,157{167.[3℄ A. Cannas da Silva, K. Hartshorn, and A. Weinstein, Letures on geometrimodels for nonommutative algebras, University of California at Berkley,1998.[4℄ M. De Wilde and P. Leomte, Existene of star-produts and of formaldeformations of the Poisson-Lie algebra of arbitrary sympleti manifolds,Lett. Math. Phys. 7 (1983), no. 2, 487{496.[5℄ B. Fedosov, A simple geometrial onstrution of deformation quantization,J. Di�erential Geom. 40 (1994), no. 2, 213{238.[6℄ , Deformation quantization and index theory, Mathematial Topis,vol. 9, Akademie Verlag, Berlin, 1996.[7℄ , Non-abelian redution in deformation quantization, Lett. Math.Phys. 43 (1998), no. 2, 137{154.[8℄ M. Gerstenhaber, On the deformations of rings and algebras, Ann. of Math-ematis 79 (1964), 59{103.[9℄ M. Karasev and V. Maslov, Pseudodi�erential operators and the anonialoperator in general sympleti manifolds, Math. USSR Izvestia 23 (1984),277{305.[10℄ M. Kontsevih, Deformation quantization of Poisson manifolds I, q-alg/9709040, 1997.[11℄ R. Nest and B. Tsygan, Algebrai index theorem, Comm. Math. Phys. 172(1995), no. 2, 223{262.
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